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The Brillouin and Raman scattering from a complex single crystal from the tungsten-bronze
family, ( ~ , ~ N ~ , s ) o , 2 ( S r ~ , , 5 B ~ , ~ doped
5 ) o , ~with
N bCU”
~ O ~(KNSBN:Cu),have been comparatively studied in a wide temperature range around the femelectric transition. Step-like
anomalies in hypersonic velocity and damping confirm the first-order structural transition.
These anomalies look like some perturbations on the high-temperature slopes of both a broad
dip in sound velocity and a broad maximum in damping that develop in a wide temperature
range. The acoustic behavior of KNSBN:Cu does not simply follow the Landau theory prediction valid for many fermelectrics except relaxors, to which the KNSBN:Cu behavior is
intrinsically analogous. The total intensity of the Raman spectra as well as the intensity of
separate internal and external vibrations and their width correlate with acoustic anomalies,
namely there are step-like drops at the same temperature of the first-order transition and a
broad range where the intensity is drastically increased.
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INTRODUCTION
The present work is devoted to the Brillouin and Raman spectroscopy studies of
a new single crystal (&SNa,s)a *(ST,, ,5Ba 25)a 9Nb20, with copper-ion point
defects (KNSBN:Cu). This complex compound has been developed as a
remarkable photorefractive material [11. KNSBN originates from the tungstenbronze family of ferroelectrics. KNSBN has two close “descendants” in this
family, Sr,Ba,.,Nb,O, (SBN) and B%NaNb,O,, (BNN) [2]. K and Na additions
to SBN increase the Curie temperatureof new materials of the KNSBN type. The
advantage of large electro-optic coefficientsof SBN remains available. The Cu”
doping provides the further enhancement of the photo-refractive properties of
KNSBN [1,3]. From a crystallographic point of view, the KNSBN crystal
occupies an intermediateposition between SBN and BNN. On the one hand there
is a tendency from order to disorder in the sequence of these three compounds.
BNN is a mostly ordered material, whereas SBN is rather disordered because Sr
and Ba ions are distributed randomly and a one-sixth part of interstices remains
vacant. On the other hand the crystal structure stability changes in an opposite
direction in the sequence. In spite of an obvious disorder, the SBN ferroelectric
phase seems to be rather stable below the sole transition, although
incommensurate superstructures have been also detected for some Sr-Ba
compositions [4]. The BNN crystal seems to be very unstable and exhibits a
rather unusual sequence of six phases including incommensurate structures [ 5 ]
(and Refs. therein). Even slight deviationsfrom stoichiometrymay produce some
discommensurations in BNN.
Thermal stability of the KNSBN structure with the ion arrangement just
between that in SBN and BNN is a matter of considerable interest for both
applied and scientific approaches. However, the question about the structure
stability seems to be open. According to recent Raman scattering studies [6],
some hidden transformationsmay occur in KNSBN below the Curie temperature,
manifesting a drastic thermal change in the total intensity of the Raman modes
apart from any establishedphase transition.Analysis ofthe low-frequencyRaman
spectra has confirmed [6,7] that the symmetry below T, = 413 K remains
tetragonal in KNSBN:Cu. To our knowledge, no other transitions have been
reported for our KNSBN:Cu composition. However, one may suppose that
KNSBN:Cu should exhibit some phase transition between 60 and 80 K as has
been found in a number of the tungsten-bronze niobate single crystals of three
kinds, SBN, PbXBa,.,NbzO, and (K,Na,.~~4(Sr,Ba,,), 8Nb206[8,9]. Combining
the Brillouin and Raman spectra analysis, we continue our search for hidden
transformations in KNSBN:Cu from the tungsten-bronze family.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The KNSBN:Cu single crystal was grown by the Czoclualsky method. This
crystal was doped with 0.04 wt% of CuO. Two rectangular samples, one with
edges about 5 mm for Brillouin scattering and another one of 7 x 5 ~ 1mm3 for
Raman scattering, were oriented along the principal axes.
Brillouin backscattering spectra were analyzed by a five-pass Fabry-Perot
interferometer. The sample was illuminated along the fourfold axis by an argonion Laser with I. = 5 14.5 nm.A narrow-band (-1 A) interference filter was used
to eliminate the scattering contribution beyond the Brillouin components.
The argon laser with the same wavelength was also used as an excitation
source of Raman scattering. Spectra were recorded by a triple grating
spectrometer ISA Model T 64000 equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD
detector and with a Raman microprobe system. Both the backscattering and the
right-angle geometry were used. For temperature measurements a modified
Cryogenic Tech. Closed-cycleRefrigerator Model 20 was used with a Lakeshore
DRC - 84C temperature controller (accuracy of the temperature control was
within about *0.5 K). The raw Raman spectra were deconvoluted using the
Jandel Peakfit software program.
Brillouin Scattering
The longitudinal acoustic phonons, whose frequency was determined by the cU
elastic constant, were followed in KNSBN:Cu from room temperature on heating
up to 510 K. The Brillouin shift and the width ofthe Brillouin component at half
maximum for the longitudinal acoustic phonons under consideration are shown
in Fig. 1 as a function of temperature. The Brillouin shift is proportional to the
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the Brillouin shift (a) and the width at
half maximum of Brillouin component (b). The instrumental broadening
of 0.8
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hypersonic velocity of phonons whereas the width determines the damping of
phonons. As one can see, in the range of the ferroelectric transition, there is a
step-like anomaly in the behavior of both the sound velocity and damping. It is
well-known that a step-like anomaly for sound velocity is usually expected in the
vicinity of a second-order ferroelectric transition if there is a specific connection
between the phase transition and elastic properties, namely a coupling squared
in order parameter and linear in strain, a Qq2u-type coupling, where Q is an
electrostriction coefficient [10,11]. From this point of view, the sound velocity
anomaly in KNSBN:Cu resembles the elastic behavior of many other materials
with ferroelectric transitions [12,13]. However, the hypersonic damping in
KNSBN:Cu exhibits a more complex behavior than the Landau-Khalatnikov
maximum, which is expected in the case of Qq’u-type coupling. The
experimental points in Fig. 1b show a small “sharp” maximum in damping as the
phase transition is approached from below. Then this maximum is followed by
a step-like decrease in damping by about twice. On the whole, the anomalous
step-like behavior of both the sound velocity and damping rather confirms the
first-order phase transition in KNSBN:Cu.
More important and interesting result is how these two elastic characteristics,
the sound velocity and damping, are changing in a wide temperature range from
300 up to 500 K. Let us consider their behavior on cooling. The linear reduction
in sound velocity in the paraelectric phase is followed by a broad dip in the
ferroelectric phase. The hypersonic damping develops like a very broad peak with
the maximum value at about 360 K, which is far below the phase transition.
Roughly speaking, the velocity dip and damping peak look like reflections of
each other in a horizontal mirror plane. “Sharp” anomalies in both the sound
velocity and damping in the vicinity of the phase transition appear as a slight
perturbation on the high-temperature slopes of the broad dip and of the broad
peak respectively.
On the whole, the broad anomalies in sound velocity and damping are very
similar to those in some relaxor ferroelectrics from the complex perovskite
family, such as PMN and NBT [14-171. The “sharp” structure of the hypersonic
damping in KNSBN:Cu in the vicinity of the phase transition correlates with the
“thin” structure of corresponding broad damping maxima in PbMg,,3Nb2,303
(PMN) and Na,,Bi,,Ti03 (NBT). This similarity confirms a special character of
some intermediate phase marked by broad elastic anomalies. Now let us consider
what anomalies appear in the Raman spectra of KNSBN:Cu in the same
temperature range.
Raman Scattering
The single crystal of KNSBN:Cu shows aset of differently polarized spectra with
many lines that are rather broad and overlap one another. The diagonal (ZZ)
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Raman spectra taken in the backscatteringgeometry are depicted in Fig. 2 at five
Characteristic temperatures.
The diagonal(ZZ) spectrum is
the most intense one among
all polarized spectra. The (ZZ)
spectrum differsconsiderably
from two other diagonal
spectra (.w)and ( w ) which
are almost identical [6,7].
This important difference
impliesa tetragonal symmetry
at room temperature in
accordancewith the character
of the Raman tensor, namely
only
the A&) modes appear
Fig. 2. Thermal evolution of the (ZZ) Raman
in
the
(ZZ) spectrum whereas
spectra. The raw data are presented.
both the A&) and B, modes
are present in the (or)and (YY) spectra. No difference among three diagonal
spectra appeared in the main ferroelectric phase of BNN around room
temperature, and that result was considered as a proof of the orthorhombic
structure [5,18].
The difference between the diagonal spectra is clearly seen in the lowfrequency part of the Raman spectra, vz 120 cm-', which consists of external
lattice vibrations involving cation motions relatively to the oxygen octahedron
framework (Fig. 2). The framework vibrations are represented by two sets of
strong Raman lines of the A&) symmetry around 260 and 640 cm" (Fig. 2).
These groupsof internalmodesare characteristicof the tungsten-bronzestructure
118,191. The external mode analysis [6,7] evidences that the KNS8N:Cu crystal
has the tetragonal structure characteristic of the tungsten-bronze type
ferroelectncs in spite of a formal similarity to BNN. The tetragonal SBN crystal
exhibits spectra similar to that in KNSBN:Cu although the low-frequency B,
mode has not been found [19].
However, the tetragonal character of the Raman spectra in KNS3N:Cu does
not exclude the possibility of incommensurate structures. The orthorhombic
symmetry of BNN manifests itself by some characteristic details in the Raman
spectra, namely there are only A,(z) modes in the three diagonal spectra and the
initial E modes from the tetragonal high-temperaturephaseappearto be split into
pairs of 8,and 8, symmetry in the off-diagonal (XZ) and (Y2J spectra. These
characteristic features remain pronounced in both adjacent incommensurate
phases at lower and higher temperatures (51. The characteristicsplitting vanishes
only above the incommensurate-commensuratetransition to the real tetragonal
phase PI.
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Soft modes have been found by Raman scattering neither in KNSBN:Cu of
the present composition nor in other close KNSBN crystals [20]. The most
pronounced anomaly in the Raman spectrum behavior of KNSBN:Cu at the
ferroelectric phase transition could be connected with a change in the selection
rules when the ferroelectric4mm point group transforms into the 4/mmm point
group with the inversion center. Only about half as many modes remain h a n active in the high-temperature phase whereas the other modes are only infraredactive. This transformationimplies that the total spectrum intensity is a sensitive
tool to detect the ferroelectricphase transition. Comparison of the (ZZ) spectra
at differenttemperatures(Fig. 2) showsthatin fact the intensity of the broadband
around 260 cm-' changes drastically in the range of the transition. Moreover, this
band obviously continues changing in intensity even at lower temperaturesin the
ferroelectric phase.
In order to obtain a correct result, we eliminated from our consideration the
trivial temperature dependence of the mode intensity due to the populationfactor.
The thermal behavior of the scattering cross-section in KNSBN:Cu was
calculated in a wide temperature interval from 70 up to 580 K. The spectral
intensity was integrated in the range from 20 to 400 cm" that included the most
characteristicRaman spectrum of the tungsten-bronze structure, namely several
external lattice modes as well as the strong internal bending modes of the NbO,
octahedron. The intensity integrationwas restricted to 400 cm" because there are
no Raman lines in the range from 350 to 550 cm-' (Fig. 2). The lower curve (a)
Fig. 3. The temperature dependenceof
mode intensity in the (ZZ) Raman
spectra: (a) integrated intensity
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in Fig. 3 shows that there is an abrupt reduction in intensity at about 420 K,
which could be expected, and in addition there are two unexpected anomalies in
the ferroelectric phase. There is a drastic change in intensity in the range 200 350 K and an anomalous reduction in intensity above a possible additional
transition at about 70 K that has been found in the related KNSBN materials
[8,9]. One should emphasize that the intensity change between 200 and 350 K
exceeds the anomalous drop at about 420 K although no transition has been
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reported in that temperature region for the KNSBN family. Thus, the Raman
scattering studies provide new evidence that the structure of KNSBN:Cu in the
ferroelectricphase is not very stable.
CONCLUSIONS
The complex evolutionof KNSBN:Cu to the ferroelectricstate has been revealed
by light scattering experiments. No soft mode has been found in Raman
scattering. However, other characteristics, such as mode intensity, indicate the
complex dynamic evolution that includes the first-order structural transition
followed by a broad anomalous phase. The behavior of the longitudinal acoustic
phonons in Brillouin scattering does not show any normal coupling with a
possible but “unseen” soft mode. Their behavior confirms the first-order
transition and reveals an anomalous phase below the first-order transition, in
agreement with Raman scattering.
We can assume that an incommensurate structure in KNSBN:Cu is quite
possible, especially taking into account some energy competition between the
commensurate and incommensurate structures in the thermal evolution [21].
Further structural studies are needed.
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